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Firsthand report from the Philippines

From a New People's Army
guerrilla zone

Peasants harvest rice mainly by hand and pay high rent to the landlords.
A delegation of Ihe U.S. League of RevoiuFinally, on January i 7, Presidem Ferdinand
lionary Siruggle (Marxisi-Leninisi) recenily Marcos proclaimed the end ol' more than eight

visited the Philippines to learn more about the years of martial law. However, under the 1973
people's struggle for national deniocraty. A t Constitution, Marcos maintains power to rule

that time, rumors were rife about the possible by decrees instituted during and after martial
lifting of martial law. hut the country re law. He remains Commander-in-Chief of the
sembled an armed camp.
Armed Forces of the Philippines and president

until at lie^t 1984, when Marcos has scheduled

cidentally overheard.

without charges, strikes are prohibited, the

But in spite of martial law, several major
mass struggles broke.out in Manila during our

new "elevens." People can still be arrested
press is restricted and the hundreds of political
prisoners will not be released.
This situation of continued dictatorship
without martial law was foreseen by Philip
pine r^istance forces. They told us that Mar
cos' reason for lifting martial law is primarily

visit. Four hundred Hmex workers went out
on a contract strike. Students at the Univer

; to clean up his reputation internationally and

elementary school teachers in Manilasta^ a

to give the impression that the dictatorship
has ended without really giving up his dictato
rial powers.

Following is the first of a two-part report

from the League's trip to the Philippines,

sity of the Philippines called a boycott of
classes in support of political prisoners, who
have numbered over 70,000in the eight years
since martial law was imposed. Some IVXX)

walkout protesting low pay, aftd.pdmical

prisoners at the Bicutan Detention Center
completed a successful hunger strike.

Everywhere, there were mass expressions

of anger and even open defiance of martial

which included discussions with peasants, , law. But many people agree that ifyou want to
workers and students, and a visit to a guerrilla understand how Marcos has stayed in power
zone of the New People's Army of the Com
munist Party of the Philippines.
•

*

•

The U.S. government once called the Phil
ippines a "Pacific Showcase" and a haven for

for 16 years against the wishes of the people,
you hove to look at the role of the U.S. in
backing up his re^me.

U.S. imperialist domination
The Philippines was a U.S. colony until

1^, and today the country's 46 million peo

foreign investment. Since Philippine Presi
dent Ferdinand Marcos imposed martial law
in 1972, the U.S. and Marcos have praised the

ple remain under U.S. domination. The U.S.

ban on strike and suspension of dvil liberties

Marcos makes no major moves without con

for creating an even better climate for big

sulting the U.S. In fact, before imposing mar

is the nuw backer of the Marcos regime, and

bqriness.

tial law in 1972, Marcos consult^ then-U^S.

and a complete denial of basic democratic

tions where they pay workers a fraction of

rights such as free speech^ press and assembly,
and the right to strike. •

U.S. wages in order to reap extra high profits.
We learned that the Ford Stamping Plant
alone grossed $17.4 million in 1978. The U.S.

ISut from the point of view of the mass», President Nixon for his approval.
tnartial law and U.S. imperialist domination
Economically, U.S. corporations like Ford
of the Philippines have meant only poverty: and Del Monte own huge plants and planta

We could see the effects of tnartial law

everywhere in Manila. AU major buildings

controls at least 80% of all foreign invest

bombings by certain forces opposed to Mar

ments in the Philippines and is raking in prof
its at an average rate of $5 for every $I

cos. As we walked into a department store in

invested.

were under tight security because of recent

the Makati district of Metro Manila, guards
searched our shopping bags and checked us
with a metal detector.

U.S. products like Coca Cola and Colgate
toothpaste are sold everywhere, and U.S. cul
ture is heavily imposed on the Pilipino people

While staying in our small hotel, we had to

at the expense of their own national culture.

keep an eye out for * 'spotters'' who are paid to
find people critical of Marcos among the

English is the instructional language in the

guests. Of course, it isn't safe to hold anti-

daily newspapers in Manila than papers in the
national language, Pilipino (Tagalog).
Some television stations broadcast only in

Marcos discussions among friends in any
open place. Once while talking in a public
parki we moved three times to avoid being ac

schools, and there are more English language

English and feature U.S. shows like CHlPs

and Soap. During our visit, Pat and Debbie

The U.S. is therefore bent on maintaining a

Boone arrived to give a concert, and the
Marcos-cbntrolled press greeted them like
visiting heads of state.

heavy military presence, in addition to spend
ing $100 milliona year in aid to prop up the
Marcos dictatorship. With the end of the U.S.

To keep up the showcase image oP'Rurosper- occupation of Indochina, the Philippines is

ity , there are new skyscrapers in some areas of thelast major military stronghold for the U.S.
Manila, many Tiousing U.Si corporate bf-r in Southeast Asia. The U.S. has 20 rriilitary in

fices. But for the poor, there are the vast

stallations and bases there, Goyeribg 200^000

acres. Clark Air Force Base is the largest U.S.
squatters' area where shacks were built from base outside the U.S., and the Subic Bay
scrap wood, metal and old tires. Workers Naval Base is the headquarters of the U.S. Pa-,
shanty towns like TondO. We visited one

talked of making as little as $11 a month.

cific 7th Fleet, and there are also reports of

There was no indoor running water or plumb
ing, no payed roads or other city servicesV The

nuclear warheads stored at Subic.

Over the years, the bases huve been used for

most visible sight was a string of huge red strategic U.S. offensives against China,

Coca Cola Signs sticking out from the shacks. Kotea^Kampuchea and Viet Nam. Last year,
In the countryside, feudalism and imperial aircraft carriers sailed from Subic to patrol
ism both weigh dowii on the peasants. U.S. the Persian Gulf as part of U.S. meddling in
agribusinesses like Del Monte and Dole have t h e I r a n c r i s i s .

The bases also serve as training grounds
bought up thousands pf acresin some prpvinces to produce pineapples and other prbd- and arms suppliers for Marcos' forces, aimed
ucts for export. Peasants are kept forevOf m at suppressing the guerrilla fronts of the Neyv

debt to the landlords through Systems Of People's Army (NPA) and the Bang^sa Moro,
sharecropping and leaseholding. Mtich of Army pf the Moro National Liberation Front
their rice, sugar cane, coconuts atid other pro
duce are exported. In Central Luzon, peas

The 11.3, has armed Marcos- troops with
Sabre jets, C-47 gunships, armed helicopters

ants must buy vegetables and other food

and modern weaponry. The tJf.S, currently

sibnals also suffer under U.S. domihatioh Of

U.S. personnel have been killed in combat

prefers that Pilipiiios carry but the main
products which they cannot grow.
teachers, doctors, nurses andpther prpfes- couhierrinsurgehcy attacks, thbiughal least 25
the country, A university professor we met

there since the late i96b's,

only about $200 aihonth, Teachers are forced

The Filipino masses have raised a strong
and persistent demand to remove all U.S.

Thousands pf professionals, along 'with

maintains that the bases are needed to protect

jobs in other countries, tnainly in the U.S.
U.S. imperialism is bleeding the country of
large numbers of intellectuals and profession
als, as well as some of its most valuable labor.

aggression, but leaders of the Communist
Party of the Philippines quickly exposed this

had hot been paid in four mpnths, and earns

to pay for basic schopl supplies like chalk piit bases from the Philippines, as part of ending
of their earnings of around SSp-ldO a month. U.S. control over their country. The U.S.
workers, leave the Philippines each year fPr the Philippines from Soviet and Vietnamese

Strategic Iqcation
Though the U.S. is by far the dominant im-

pierialist power in the Philippines, the Soviet

Union also has its eyes on the country as part
of its quest for world domination. Its strategy
in Asia is to cut off vital sea lanes for the

^Western powers and replace the UiS. as the
dominant superpower.

claim as an excuse for continued U.S. domi

nation of their country. The bases are used
against the Filipino people and. their third
world neighbors, and they constitute foreign
troops occupying Philippines land.
They add that the people's rpHitias, the
NPA forces and the Moro liberation fighters
are growing in strength, and that the Filipino
people are capable Of defending their own
cOitntry from attacks by any foreign power.
At the same time, the Soviet threat is a rea!

one. aiid it takes many forms.
Economically, the Soviet Union wants to
exploit the Philippines and is buying up large

showed a country in turmoil. I'he papers are
filled with news of military trials of Marcos'

quantities of sugar and copra (dried coconut),

troops and the New People's Army, and sto
ries of the oppressed Moro people in the
southern Philippines fighting a guerrilla war

while vying for a share of the Philippine mar

ket to sell its high-priced industrial goods.
The Soviets also give a reported $40,(XK) at a

time to the pro-Soviet Lava group, made up

opponents, battles between government

for self-determination.

Marcos is assessing the situation domesti

of some former leaders of the Communist

cally and internationally , hoping to shore up

Party of the Philippines who turned revision
ist in the 1960's, renounced armed struggle

support'for his regime. He is looking for a
credible opposition candidate who will run

and later surrendered to the martial law

against him — and lose. Better known opposi
tion leaders such as former senator Benigno
Aquino have so far indicated they wij} not

regime.
Without shame, the Soviet Union has even
made open efforts to butter up the Marcos re
gime. The President's wife, Imelda Marcos,
was decorated with a Soviet medal and made

"honorary chairman" of the Republic of the
Philippines-U.S;S.R. Friendship Association.

The Soviet social-imperialists also assist t he

Marcos regime in suppressing the revolution
ary movement. Roque Ablan, Jr., president
of a company acting as agent for Soviet-made
planes, has pushed for the Philippine Air
Force to buy Soviet planes especially suited
for use in countryside operations — in other
words, against the people's armed forces.
Meanwhile, Moscow Radio and the Vietnam
ese media fry to discredit the revolutionary
movement by calling the New People's Army
"terrorists."
Its own track record shows that the Soviet

Union is no more a friend of thePilipino peo
ple than is the U.S. This is why the Communist
Party of the Philippines wrote in its party
newspaper, Ang Bayan, that the people must
". . . stresstherevolutionarystruggleagainst
U.S. imperialism while staying alert to the
schemes of Soviet social-imperialism."

Growing opposition to Marcos
During pur visit, even the legal press

r u n .

Over the past year, Aquino and other for

mer Philippine politicians have stepped up
their vocal opposition to martial law. They
have been associated with the former editor of

Business Day and others who were arrested by
Marcos for participating in the April 6th Lib
eration Movement and accused of planning
terrorist activities. The CPP strongly con
demned the terrorist bombings because they
discredit leftTorces and heighten repression.
In the view.ojf the CPP, the April 6th Libera
tion. Movement is made up mainly of former
Marcos supporters who are seeking to provide
U.S. imperialism with an acceptable alternative
to Marcos, and who have not taken a clear stand

in opposing U.S. bases in the Philippines.
The U.S. helped Aquino get out of the Phil
ippines and enter the U.S. last year after his

release Ifom a Philippine prison, though at
present the U.S. continues to give full support
to the Marcos regime.

The NPA plans to step up its activities
against Marcos and the U.S. imperialists; in
the next issue, we will describe our visit to an
NPA guerrilla zone and the situation in the

countryside where the resistance movement is

the strongest and where 80% of the Pilipino
people live.

NPA fighters keep their weaports nearby durirtg meetings.

This is ihesecondof a iwo-pari series.
All names have been changed to protect the
identity of the people.
Darkness had just fallen as we walked down
the dusty din road in the center of a barrio in
Central Luzon province. On either side of us
were New People's Army (NPA) guerrillas,
openly carrying M-16 and M-2 automatic

(UNITYphotos)

night to avoid being spotted by the enemy.
The .Marcos regime considers the NPA to

be a major threat. Through traveling and talk
ing with the NPA and meeting their peasant
supporters, we learned how the NPA has

grown from 60 guerrillas with 35 firearms in
1969, to a force with 28 guerrilla zones cover
ing every majorprovince. Wefoundthai Cen

r i fl e s .

tral Luzon peasants in particular have a long

It was a warm night, and the townspeople
were standing in front of their homes. Many
called out friendly greetings to the guerrillas as
we passed. Everyone knew the NPA was in
town. While we stayed in the barrio for over 24

history of involvement in the struggle, dating

hours, not one peasant notified the Philippine
Constabulary (PC — the Marcos regime's
counterinsurgency police).
We learned that in parts of Central Luzon,

back to the days of the Huk resistance to Jap
anese militarism during World War II,

Peasant organizing
Arthur Reyes has farmed the fields in his

barrio for most of his 50 years. He is an active
NPA supporter and a leading peasant in the

barrio. Traveling down a river late at night,

the Marcos regime has only shaky control of

we saw his four-room house silhouetted

the barrios by day. The NPA, on the other

against an isolated field. He built it himself
and lives therewith his wife and five children.

hand, has the support of the people and in
reality controls the barrios. But in this flat ter

rain the NPA fighters come out mainly at

There is no electricity, running water or in

door plumbing in the Reyes home. When night

ccines they bring out glass jars, each filied with even sandals and toothbrushes from peasant
kerosene and a cloth wick. The lamps cast a

supporters. They travel light, with only their

feeble light in the room as we talked about why weapons and enough clothes to fit in a back
he supports the NPA.

pack.

"In some ways the relationship between the
The NPA squads at this time are mainly
landlords and peasants hasn't changed in our armed political teams. They do political edu
barrio for centuries," he began, "it's like feu cation and organizing as Mr. Reyes described.
dalism. We work in the fields all day, but the They carry weapons for protection and for
landlord makes all the money. He used to walk surprise encounters with the enemy.

through our barrio to collect his rents — 50%

Within the barrios they organize associa

of our crop, and more when he cheated us.
'' In the early 1970's, the NPA sent in an ex

tions for peasants, women and youth. When a
barrio is consolidated, the families elect a bar

pansion team to organize a peasants associa

rio committee — a representative council of

only came with a PC squad for protection."
Reyes' oldest daughter Mary cut into the

erns the barrio.

tion in our barrio. We demanded a lower land mostly poor and middle-income peasants.
rent. After we got organized, the landlord This revolutionary committee effectively gov
We had a chance to see firsthand how an or

conversation. "Then the NPA ambushed a ganized barrio operates. One night just before

PC squad just outside our barrio," she said. we fell asleep in a pedant's home, a member
"After that, the landlord thought he had bet

of the barrio committee came to warn the

ter lower the rent. Now he doesn't dare show NPA squad that there was PC activity on the
main road nearby. The barrio committee
.his face here at all!"

Arthur Reyes added, "We understand that secretly dispatched peasants to the roadside to
count the number of PC troops and try to find
ernment forces us to buy IRRl rice (a high- out what they were doing there.
They counted more than 1(X) PC at differ
yield rice) seed and expensive chemical ferti
lizers. This is part of Marcos' phony land re ent points along the road. After some discus
form program where the landlord no longer sion, the squad leader decided it would be
shares expenses. We can't afford to pay cash safer to move to another barrio. We quickly
for the seed and fertilizer, so we take out bank packed our gear and marched through the
loans. Their money comes from big U.S.- muddy rice fields. The NPA fighters are ac
owned banks at high interest rates. The banks customed to this nightly trek in the dark and
also set the price for our milled rice. They know the land well, so they don't even need to
we have other enemies, too. Today the gov

make sure we never get out of debt. Last year 1 use flashlights.
When we arrived at our destination, it was
earned 3,100 pesos ($385 U.S.) from my har
vest, but 1 only kept 784 pesos ($100 U,S.) the middle of the night and everyone was
after expenses. How can a family survive on asleep. Yet the NPA squads assured us we
would be able to stay in any household in the
that?
"That's why the NPA says we suffer from barrio. After awakening and talking with the

three enemies," Reyes concluded. "The land local barrio leadership, we were given a place
lords, the Pilipino comprador capitalists and to stay. As soon as we entered the peasants'
U.S. imperialism. Weare fighting not only for home, the family prepared places for us to
our land, but for the liberation of our country sleep and even cooked us a snack.
This is just one example of how the barrio
from foreign domination."
The

N PA

committees work with the NPA to defend and

run the barrios. They also control cattle rus
The NPA squads in Central Luzon move on tling and other crimes once common* in this
foot from barrio to barrio under cover of region.
The organized women keep a watchful eye
night. They stay in peasants' homes like the
Reyes' and get all their food, clothing and as they do their daily chores and work in the

flelds. If they spot strangers or suspicious ac

tivity, th^ notify the barrio committee who in

turn notifies the NPA. The youth and even
small children learn at an early age that the
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NPA fighters are their friends while the PC
and Marcos are their enemies. The children,

/»

too, act as look-outs for enemy activity in
their barrios.
TuaiMaaiae

NPA strategy
The people say the NPA is their army. The
NPA fighters say they are able to grow and
continue thdr revolutionary activity because

of the masses' support. The strefa^ of the

S u & t e N a fi t
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PHILIPPINE
SEA

Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP)
andtheNPAcomes from their ability toapply
Marxism-Leninism-Mao 2^ong Thought to
the conditions of the Philippines and to show
the masses a revolutionary alternative.

A leading CPP member named George ex
plained that the CPP reconstituted itself in
December 1968 after the revisionists within
MINDANAO
the old party tried to sell out the Philippine
revolution by gi^dng up the armed struggle.
LJ
r
o.n>
KOMJ Cl/t, T . K
Later, he told us, these same pro-Soyiet revi
sionists publicly surrendered to Marcos in
CELEBES ^
SVI.V * ?
"
1974 in return for some government posi
tut
$EA
tions. Many of the remaining liberation
fighters became roving bandits in afeas like
central Luzpn. He said the CPP rejected this Marcos dictatorship.
counterrevolutionary path and immediately
George went on to describe the effects of
began rebufiding the party's mass base. The geography on the Philippine revolution.The
CPP also initiated the formation of the New Philippines is an archipelago of over 7,100
w

People's Army in March of 1969.

islands. This makes transportation and com

From the beginning the CPP and the NPA munications with the central command more
have concentrated mainly on organizing the difficult. Also the enemy can surround and hit
peasantsand rural workers who makeup 85% one island at a time. But the NPA intends to
of the Philippines' 46 million people. George turn th«e conditions to its advantage. The
NPA plans to develop full-scale coordinated
explained that the main thrust of the demo
cratic revolution is the agrarian revolution — guerrilla operations in every part of the coun
to democratize the main base of production in try. This way they can force the enemy to
thecountry.
spread out and keep it from striking concen
He also explained that the reactionaries

trated blows.

have their strongholds in the cities. For these
In the southern islands like Mindanao,
reasons, the CPP and the NPA adopted a NPA fighters described the developing closer
strategy of guerrilla warfare, using the coun-. political ties and cooperation with the Moro
tryside to surround the cities. The CPP's

National Liberation Front (MNLF) and its

work in the cities among students, workers, Bangsa Moro Army. The CPP considers the
clergy and professionals is strictly under Moros to be an oppressed nation and supports
ground due to the heavy repression by the their fight for secession from the Marcos

and Philippine domestic situations. They sup
dictatorship.
Rec^tly, when the NPA was under attack in port the liberation movements fighting either
Mindanao, the Moros launched guerrilla opera superpower, whether it is the Salvadorean
tions elsewhere on the island to draw off the people fighting U.S. imperialism or the Af
Marcos forces. The Moros tie down over half of ghan and Kampuchean people fighting Soviet
Marcos' 200,000-nian army. The NPA says its social-imperialism. They continue their fra
alliance with the MNLF is of strategic impor ternal ties with the Communist Party of
tance to the Philippine revolution. The NPA

hopes to conduct joint military operations in the
future against their common enemies — the

China.

George stressed that the main contribution

they are making to the struggle of the world's
Marcos regime and U.S. imperialism.
people is to make revolution in the Philip
Through this kind of political work and rev pines. All the contradictions in Philippine
olutionary example, the NPA enjoys great society are sharpening. The U.S.-backed
prestige and support among the masses. The Marcos regime is facing grave economic and
NPA now has the support of 40,000 non-party political problems. The people's movements

activists and 800,000active members of mostly are gaining momentum in the cities and the
illegal revolutionary mass organizations.

The CPP has also been able to work with

countryside.

The NPA sees stepping up guerrilla activity

broad class forces as part of the National throughout the country. While they do not
Democratic Front (NDF). Today, the NDF in foresee moving to a strategic offensive within
cludes the NPA, the Revolutionary Move the next few years, they plan to advance to a
ment of the Peasants, Christians for National new substage of the "strategic defensive."
Liberation, the Nationalist Youth, the Na
In some areas, the NPA is already able to
tional Association of Health Workers, the operate in company-size force, and the gov
National Association of Teachers and others. ernment cannot even enter the NPA zones
The NDF seeks to overthrow the Marcos re

without a massive mobilization. A CPP

gime and establish an anti-imperialist coali

leader told us they anticipate increasing party

tion government.

membership several-fold, increasing the num
George said the CPP sees the Philippine ber of non-party members in the NPA and im

revolution contributing to the struggle of the proving the political education among NPA
world's people against the two-superpowers and party members. They plan to develop
— U.S. imperialism and Soviet social-

full-time military and political units to be able

imperialism. They see thegrowing danger of a to carry out military activity year-round on a
superpower world war, especially from the nationwide basis. All of this work helps pre
more aggressive Soviet Union. Given the

pare the groundwork for a revolutionary of

presence of two large U.S. military bases in fensive later on.
I he Philippine^ such a world war would cer
As one CPP member told us, "The choice
tainly affect their country.
for the people is clear: Either continue to live
Leaders of the CPP told us that they con under U.S. domination and a fascist dictator
t i n u e t o a p p l y M a r x i s m - L e n i n i s m - M a o ship or join the revolutionary movement. We
Zedong Thought to the current international
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are confident they will choose the revolution."
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